
Feature Comparison Capwiz VoterVoice

Website

Can use Plugin to make Action Center appear native X✘

Can customize layout of site X✘

Website has flexibility to only show one feature via the same link X✘

Contacts

Can handle new user registration

Upload tool to quickly add new contacts in bulk

Custom fields to segment contacts

Advanced filtering to target contacts X✘

Geolocation district mapping X✘

Key Contact / Relationship Trackng X✘

Reporting meetings with EOs and Staffers X✘

Advocacy 
Campaigns

Can send emails to advocates

Personalized smartlink in emails to advocates X✘

Can create friendly rerouting URLs X✘

Can send text and push notifications to advocates X✘

Advocates can click to call officials X✘

Advocates can click to tweet officials X✘

Can spotlight important campaigns

Share via social media

Can embed campaign onto Facebook (if page has more than 2,000 likes) X✘

Map display of advocate activity (internal & external) X✘

Can run campaigns to submit public comments on regulations X✘

Can use rotating messages to automatically send variations of a message X✘

Can target officials by votes, sponsorship, or committees



Feature Comparison Capwiz VoterVoice

Reporting

Detailed Advocacy Reporting

Detailed Message Reporting

Aggregate reporting  to view total insights (on participation in ANY 
campaign), over time 

X✘

Aggregate advocacy reporting easily available by state or district X✘

Reporting of Advanced Functionality (Surveys, Petitions, etc) X✘

Have predetermined "saved searches" to find information about their 
contacts, over time (EX: # of Active Contacts in the past 7 days) 

Advanced  
Functionality

Has e-newsletter capabilities

Can collect signatures via a petition X✘

Can create blog posts X✘

Can track legislation important to organization

Can rank and score legislators using a Scorecard

Can automatically collect stories from advocates X✘

Can survey advocates and map their answers to predefined fields X✘

Can organize and run a fly-in X✘

Can create registration processes for in person events X✘

Miscellaneous

Supporters can find their legislators

Can find full list of all legislators, even ones that do not represent them X✘

Can find a list of media publications near you and other zip codes

Have the abiliy to message staffers directly X✘

Members can write op-eds on behalf of their organization using the tool X✘

Native integrations with leading AMS and CRM software X✘

Has a REST API for custom integrations X✘

Fast, stable, and reliable tool X✘


